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TIM is proactive in
enterprise-oriented SD-WAN
service transformation

application experience for enterprises. TIM aims
to strengthen network quality and improve its
leading position when it comes to customer
satisfaction. Generally, traditional enterprise
network services cannot monitor the traffic

Based on TIM's ultra-broadband infrastructure

direction of enterprise applications. During traffic

covering optical fiber, DSL, and LTE, as well as

bursts at peak hours, the traffic of key services

the upcoming 5G networks, Software-Defined

may become congested, affecting an enterprise's

WAN (SD-WAN) technology will enable TIM's

business. In this case, enabling enterprises to
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TIM works with Huawei to
provide advanced SD-WAN
services for enterprises
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networks that are cloud-ready is the basis for

The strong ever-evolving networking

TIM to consolidate its leadership and further

capability of Huawei's SD-WAN solution is

improve its operating results.

the basis for SD-WAN construction.

Second, optimizing network performance

In October 2018, Gartner released its

at a reasonable cost and providing first-class

inaugural Magic Quadrant for WAN
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optimize application experience, thus

enterprise customer satisfaction
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capability, complete application and
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construction.

not only the key to improving network
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through simple tools," says Zabatta.

The solution also flexibly provides

large-scale multi-tenant network
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services and, more importantly, legacy
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services based on enterprises'

CPEs can be smoothly migrated to

for companies and to enrich our

application requirements, ensuring

SD-WAN networks through a simple

offerings through the adoption

high-quality interconnection

software upgrade.

of a technological model that is

experience and the full autonomy of

increasingly and rapidly emerging in
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High-performance CPEs will

the ICT industry."

become the key to improving

Huawei's SD-WAN solution has

network performance and

The entire process is automated

already successfully helped TIM win

optimizing application experience.

to optimize network services.

the first commercial SD-WAN project
in Europe and expand the SD-WAN

Huawei's next-generation SD-WAN

With the technical support and

market in Italy. By 2020, SD-WAN, as
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an important innovative technology

performance improvements and
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and based on local networks, will be

application experience optimization,
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TIM, Huawei's SD-WAN technology
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this control platform, enabling end-
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broadband infrastructure and win

and video applications. Enterprises
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over more enterprise customers.
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